IG O&M is a multidisciplinary company directed by a group of managers with many years of work experience and careful to customer needs.
Our mission is perform both Global Maintenance and Infrastructure Projects, respecting and appraising the people, the habitat and the natural resources.

Thanks to its great experience in terms of engineering skills, IG O&M is able to provide high added-value services for the Operation and Maintenance of complex industrial facilities in order to improve their operational performances and efficiency.

A method founded on the continuous interaction and comparison between our Clients and partners allow us to work as a General Contractor, according to the technical-organizational requirements and to the strategic targets.

The IG was founded in 1999 through the partial demerger of TPL Tecnologie Progetti Lavori S.p.A, a company belonging to the International Technip Group.

The merger of IG and IG O&M allows the latter to boast a consolidated technical and organizational experience acquired in forty years of activity in the construction, management, maintenance and global service of oil and gas pipelines, of industrial and pharmaceutical plants and in the all-round technical maintenance of aircraft for public, military and private customers in Italy and abroad, dedicating to such activities highly specialized personal.

Furthermore, the company has built up a considerable expertise in the execution of turnkey contracts (EPC) in the Oil & Gas and in the Power production sectors, in Italy and internationally.
IG O&M operates in Oil & Gas sector with Global solutions Maintenance Service.

This approach includes resources and also technological means for operating and managing the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of the plants in conditions of full autonomy and responsibility.

Our services offering includes overall project management, assessment and preliminary design for defining the type of operation, highly specialized services for planned and extraordinary maintenance, emergency services and availability 24 hours a day, supply of spare parts and logistic support.


At IG O&M we provide high added value services to our clients for the management and maintenance of their industrial plants, for the purpose of improving their operational performance and efficiency.

Thanks to our longstanding engineering experience, IG O&M has the capacity to maximize the management and the maintenance economy of the plants.

The competence and the problem-solving skills of our engineers and maintenance specialists enable us to design – through dedicated Audits and Assessments – the level and type of activity required. Furthermore, IG O&M can also intervene in new plants, starting from the Commissioning phase, to define the related Maintenance Schedule Plan and to support the General Contractor during the warranty period.

Some of our projects

Nato pipelines maintenance | Ministero della Difesa
Hub 3 pipelines maintenance | Eni
Pipeline gas maintenance | Snam Rete Gas
Pipeline gas replacement in Venice | Italgas

Some of our projects

Biomass Power Plant 18,7 MW - RWE | Eni
Plant Facility management - Alfasigma | Pomzia
Engineering services - Manarini | Pomzia
In the aircraft sector IG O&M can provide a broad range of specialized maintenance services and activities and fuel supply support.

The demand for specialized services in the national aeronautic sector has convinced us to invest increasing resources, to present ourselves as a service Provider of excellence in this specific field. Furthermore, IG O&M is AS9110 certified and is a qualified Boeing supplier for aircraft maintenance operations.

Some of our projects

- Aircraft maintenance CTA 767 - Boeing | Pratica di Mare
- Aircraft refueling - Valerio Catullo Airport | Verona
- Aircraft maintenance KC767 - Boeing | Pratica di Mare

EPC Turnkey Contracts

Thanks to our longstanding proven experience, IG O&M has always offered EPC and General Contractor services to important national and international clients, for the upgrade or revamping of existing plants or new plants:

- Feasibility studies
- Engineering (preliminary, final and construction drawings)
- Procurement (Purchase requests, MR, contracts, inspection and expediting, transportation)
- Construction (supervision and coordination)
- Plant pre-commissioning and commissioning
- Training and support
- Operation

Some of our projects

- Logistic centers, roads and green - Interporto Toscana | Prato
- CDP waste power plant - Hera | Ravenna
- Photovoltaic plant - Comune di Napoli | Napoli
- Fleet Support Center - Boeing | Pratica di Mare
- City parking - SABA Italia | Genova
- 3 Turbogas power plant | Algeria
IG O&M is SOA-qualified for the design and construction of Public Works in the following fields, ensuring compliance with the applicable technical-organizational and economic-financial requirements (valid through EU):

- Technological plants (OG11, OS3, OS28, OS30)
- Water, gas and oil pipelines (OG6)
- Power plant production (OG9)
- Industrial and civil buildings (OG1)
- Waste disposal and recovery plant (OS14)
- Waste treatment and environmental protection (OG12)
- Roads, railways, airport (OG3)
- Hydraulic works (OG8)
- Telecommunication and data networks (OS19)
- Urban green and furniture (OS24)

The IG O&M Quality Management System is in compliance with the standard international codes. Furthermore IG O&M is authorized to carry on studies, design and works according to the NATO requirements and it is registered for many years at OICE organization, which gathers all the big Italian companies of engineering, architectural and technical-economic consultancy.
Our clients